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The Role of Hospitals in the Teutonic Order
Klaus Militzer
The Teutonic Order arose from small beginnings in the twelfth century. Its
foundation passed without ceremony; there was nothing to indicate that it
would expand so rapidly in the first half of the thirteenth century. In 1190,
during the siege of Acre, a hospital was founded by citizens of Bremen and
Lübeck who were taking part in the Third Crusade. This hospital was
dedicated
to sick and wounded
German crusaders, and according to the
Order's own tradition the citizens stretched out a ship's sail in order to give
shade to the care of sick and wounded.' We do not know exactly how the care
of the sick was organized, but it seems certain that the newly founded hospital
was managed by a lay fraternity with a master. A similar arrangement had been
introduced into hospitals in German cities and was the most modern form of
organization at that time.i Therefore it is possible that the citizens of Bremen
and Lübeck committed the new foundation to the care of such a fraternity.
The form of organization adopted by the citizens did not remain in place for
long. When Duke Frederick of Swabia arrived at Acre in October 1190 he took
the hospital under his protection, and from that time on it played a role in
Staufen politics. Perhaps the lay fraternity was transformed into an order, but
we do not know the precise circumstances, nor when this happened; no rule
of this order has come down to us. Then, in 1198, the hospital was transformed
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into a military order. The brethren were to observe the rule of the Templars
in military affairs and the rule of the HospitaIIers in matters of hospitaliry.!
Some historians maintain that military functions were assigned to the
hospital before this transformation, referring to the fact that in 1193 Henry of
Champagne had given the hospital a section of the defences of Acre next to
the gate ofSt Nicholas. But as the hospital was obliged only to repair this part
of the fortifications this obligation was more financial than military, and so we
would suggest that there was no military involvement before 1198. After the
transformation the military function became more dominant." Nevertheless,
the Order continued to support hospitals even after 1198; it had and retained
an official for caring for the sick. He was the Spitrler; or hospitaIIer, who ranked
among the Großgebietiger, the leading officials in the Order's headquarters
under the Grand Master (Hochmeister).s The first Spill/er that we know of was
a knight brother, Henry, in 1208.6 The main hospital of the Order remained
in Acre until 1291, and was not moved when the Order's headquarters were
transferred to the castle of Montfort. 7
After the loss of Acre in 1291 the Grand Master transferred his headquarters
to Venice; the Großgebietiger were also usually based there." According to the
statutes promulgated by Siegfried of Feuchtwangen
(1303-9) or Gottfried of
Hohenlohe (1297-1303), a Spill/er lived in the headquarters in Venice, and he
was ordered not to cross the Alps without permission." But it is not clear from
the statutes whether the Order supported a hospital in Venice or even whether
it had a hospital there at all.!" The absence of any evidence for a Venice
hospital suggests that its existence is improbable. I I
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In 1309 the Grand Master transferred his headquarters to Marienburg in
Prussia. The Spittleraccompanied him but set up his residence in Elbing, where
the Hospital of the Holy Ghost, which was already in existence by the middle
of the thirteenth century, became the Order's main hospital.F The supreme
hospitaller (ObersterSpitt/er), as he was called, did not manage the hospital by
himself; that was the task of the under-hospitaller (Unterspitt/er).13 The supreme
hospitaller had to govern the old commandery or preceptory of Elbing, which
was also already in existence before his arrival. As a member of the Großgebietiger he belonged to the council of the Grand Master. So he was not a minister
of public health nor an inspector general of all hospitals in Prussia.!" as the
under-hospitaller's
superior he was responsible for the main hospital of the
Order in Elbing, but only with general oversight, not directly.
According to the rule of the Teutonic Order the Spittler could claim an
exceptional position. Unlike other officials who had to render accounts for their
office, he was not expected to render an account of the hospital's expenses.
His hospital was financially independent
with its own income and he could
demand contributions
without any interference
from other officials of the
Order, only being obliged to inform the Grand Master of the hospital's
economic position now and then; this enabled the Spittler c« give the best care
to the sick and poor. IS These regulations,
which were laid down for the
headquarters
and its hospital in the Latin East and were already valid about
1200, were written into the rule about 1250, and became standard for the
Order's other hospitals. Many hospitals in other regions were financially
independent
with their own incomes, with no external control over their
expenses. The possessions of these hospitals could be allocated specifically to
them, for their use alone. These hospitals were able to develop into separate
economic units, independent
of the economies of the preceptories to which
they belonged. An example of this development is the hospital in Nuremberg,
the most important hospital in the bailiwicks under the Deutschmeister, the
master of the Order's possessions in Germany. If> However, the Order did not
usually distribute properties specifically to individual hospitals. For most of the
hospitals in the bailiwicks such a development cannot be proven and probably
did not occur. This may have been the result of a decision reached by the
Sotnb/Jalo (3 l/Jglio-3 :1;:0.<10 13U!). ed. V. Polonie. Collana Storica di fonti c studi, 31 (Genoa. 198Z),
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chapter general before 1289, by which smaller hospitals with only a few
properties were managed by cellarers (Kellnern), who were obliged to render
accounts.l/ The properties of these hospitals were not separate from the goods
of the preceptories to which they were attached.
Because of its emergence from a hospital fraternity the Teutonic Order was
regarded as a competent manager of hospitals even after its transformation into
a military order. Emperors, kings, lords, noblemen and citizens donated
hospitals in Italy, southern France and in the German Empire. In 1200 the
archbishop of Magdeburg and the burgrave of Magdeburg transferred a place
near Halle on the River Saale to the Order for the building of a hospiral.l'' Two
years later the citizens of Bozen (Bolzano) granted the Order their hospital'?
and the following year the archbishop of Salzburg donated his hospital in
Friesach. 20 In fact, by 1230 the Order had received at least twenty-six
hospitals.F! In the years that followed the middle of the century the Order
received another four hospitals, among them the hospital of St Elizabeth in
Marburg22 and the hospitals in Lengmoos and Sterzing on the route to the
Brenner Pass.23 In the fourteenth century some small hospitals were added,
such as those in Bilin (Bilina) in Bohemia in 1302,24 in Neubrunn in Franconia
in 1311,25 and in Aken on the River EIbe in 1355.26 The last three hospitals
hardly expanded at all because the Order did not support them; we have only
a small amount of evidence about other hospitals in ItalyP After the middle
of the thirteenth century contemporaries no longer had any confidence in the
17
18
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Order's management of hospitals; it had lost its credibility as a hospital order
and its competence in that field.
In 1289, two years before the fall of Acre, the chapter general had to impress
upon the brethren that the sick and poor were their masters, whom they had
to serve.i" Burchard of Schwanden, the last Grand Master to have resided at
least for part of his magistracy in Acre had to admonish the commanders of
bailiwicks (provinciales, or Landeomture), that the hospitals were reserved for
the poor and the sick and not for the brethren. If a house was burdened with
too many brothers, they should be sent to other houses. On no account were
the incomes of hospitals to be used for the upkeep of the brerhren.f" This
instruction was repeated by Burchard's successor, Conrad of Feuchtwangen,
in 1292, but he restricted its application to those houses with ancient hospitals.P
Some historians link these instructions to the reduction of hospitality in the
Teutonic Order after the end of the thirteenth century, others to the loss of
the Latin East by the Christians, because, they say, many brethren fled from
the Latin East to the bailiwicks, occupied the hospitals and consumed their
incomes.31 Such a view can hardly be supported, as most of the brethren in the
Latin East lost their lives fighting against the Muslims; in fact, it is probable
that no brothers of the Teutonic
Order escaped from the besieged and
conquered city of Acre in 1291.''2 Therefore refugee brethren from the Latin
East cannot be the reason for the decline of hospitality in the bailiwicks.
Symptomatic of the decline may be the fact that the Teutonic Order did not
care for the refugees of Acre in Cyprus as did the Hospitallers and even the
Templars.33
So we must ask whether the Teutonic
Order reduced its
involvement as a result of the loss of its headquarters and main hospital in Acre,
or whether it began to reduce it before the fall of Acre, this event merely
accelerating an already existing development.
In recent years Klaus van Eickels, who has published a book about the
bailiwick of Koblenz, has argued that the Teutonic Order had used the income
of the hospitals for its military engagements and not for the sick and poor alone.
As he has dealt with this subject. I refer the reader to his work.l"
28 SDO, p. 137.

[bid., p. 140.
141.
instance, Probst. p. 39.
32 U. Arnold, 'Deutschmeister
Konrad von Feuchtwangen
und die "preußische Partei" im
Deutschen Orden am Ende des 13. lind zu Beginn des 14. Jahrhunderts', in AspekterlerGesclziclzte.
Festschrift fUr PeterCerrit Thirtr» zu seinem 65. Geburtstag, cd. lJ. Arnold, S. Sehröder and G. Walzik
(Göttingen, 1990), pp. 22-42.
33 M.-L. Favreau-Lilie, 'The Milirarv Orders and the Escape of the Christian Population from
the Holy Land in 1291', Journal nf·lltdier:al History'. 19 (1993),223.
34 See his article in this volume, 'Knightly Hospitallets or Crusading Knights? Decisive Factors
for the Spread of the Teutonic Knights in the Rhineland and the Low Countries, 1216-1300'.
See also his Die Deutsclzordmsballei Äo/JImz uf/d ilzf7 r:irl.<clzaftliclzl'Ellru'icHull~ in Spätmitttlalter
29
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The Order used its hospitals in this way not only in the bailiwick of Koblenz
but in other bailiwicks too, although it is necessary to qualify this statement.
In Nuremberg in Franconia, for instance, it appears that the Order had
established its own hospital rather than acquiring it from the citizens.35 But
even if the Order did obtain the hospital in this way, it extended and developed
it at its own cost. This became the Teutonic Order's most important hospital
in the German Empire, the main hospital in the region of the Deutschmeisterand
of the branch of the Order in the bailiwicks.I" The hospital in Marburg was
also extended by the Order: about the middle of the thirteenth century a new
hospital building was erected. However, the Order then lost interest in the
foundationY Both hospitals, in Marburg and in Nuremberg, had already
needed the attention of Grand Master Burchard of Schwanden. In 1284 or 1285
he transferred the Order's preceptory in Griefstedt near Erfurt to support the
hospital in Marburg and in 1287 the preceptory in Hüttenheim to sUPPOrtthe
hospital in Nuremberg.F'Yer
Burchard ofSchwanden was an exception in the
sequence of masters, and his successors did not follow his example. In the
fourteenth century the citizens of both towns, Marburg and Nuremberg,
complained that the Order was not doing its duty and was receiving rieh beneficiaries in the hospitals rather than caring for the sick and poor.39 In
Nuremberg, Conrad Groß deemed it necessary to found the Hospital of the
Holy Ghost in 1331 because the Order's existing hospital had failed to provide
adequate welfare in a large medieval town.t" The new hospital soon became
more important than the old one.
As in Nuremberg and Marburg, all the hospitals which the Order maintained
became institutions for providing for the wealthy. This became a continuous
trend but there were notable exceptions. In the main hospital in Nuremberg,
for instance, care for the sick and poor continued, although, as we have seen,
the new Hospital of the Holy Ghost superseded the Order's older Hospital of
St Elizabeth. In 1340 Henry of Zipplingen, commmander of the preceptory
in Donauwörth, established ten new prebends and - more important for our
subject - five beds for sick people in the Order's hospital at Donauwärth. The
five beds were reserved for those ill with fever, raving madness or dysentery.
These beds still existed in the sixteenth century, when the city's council
.>5 'rhus D.J. Weiß, Die Gmnidllerkr Dl'II/schordmr-IJalleiFranke» im Aliltelalter, Veröffentlichungen
der Gesellschaft
für fränkische Geschichte, 9.39 (Neustadt an der Aiseh, 1(91), p. 34 .
.\6 K. Militzer, 'Der Deutsche
Orden in den großen Städten des Deutschen
Reichs', in Das
VerlzölllJisrks Deu/scnellOrde»: zu dm Stör/Im ill Livlatlll, Preussen ulld im Dl'IIt.rdzmRndz, cd. U. Arnold,
QuStDO, 44 (Marburg, 19(3), pp. 196-7.
37 Braasch-Schwcrsrnann,
p. 233-4.
'>8 K. Militzer, Die EIl/SMhullgder Dfutschordmsba/lnm im Deu/schen Reich, QuStOO,
16 (1\larburg,
1981), pp. 97,116 .
.\9 Braasch-Schwcrsmann,
pp. 235--6; see also Weiß, pp. 363-4.
40 U. Knefclkamp,
Das Heilig-Geist-Spital ill Nijmberg vom 14.--17. lahrhulldrrt,
Forschungen,
26 (Nuremberg,
1989).
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obtained a right to reserve them."! In 1340 the Deutschmeister, Wolfram of
Nellenburg, probably one of the few reformers to hold this office, founded a
new hospital in Mergentheim in Franconia. This hospital was not managed by
the Order's brethren, however; it was only under the superintendence of an
official of the Order.V Wolfram's foundation was more typical of its age than
that of Henry of Zipplingen. With only a few exceptions, new foundations were
no longer managed by the Order's brethren.
In 1242 the cardinal legate William of Mod en a decided that all hospitals in
Prussia should be under the direction of the Teutonic Order.P The hospital
in Thorn was under the Order's control from 1257, but the hospital in Elbing
was managed by prooisores, perhaps a lay confratemiry.v' When the Grand
Master transferred his headquarters from Venice to Marienburg in 1309, the
supreme hospitaller took up residence in Elbing and the hospital there
accordingly became the Order's principal hospital. Another hospital, in
Preußisch-Holland ('Prussian Holland'), in the territory of the commandery of
Elbing, was managed by a layprovisorunder the supreme hospitaller's superintendence. Other hospitals in Prussia were associated with houses of the
Order and included in the administration of the preceptories. In other cases,
such as Danzig and Königsberg, the Grand Master held the superinrendence.P
Besides the Order, bishops and cities supported and managed hospitals.t" In
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries new hospitals were erected under the
superintendence of the Order. During this time the Order's hospitals in
Prussia continued to develop along the same lines they had followed earlier
in the West. In the fifteenth century the people of Prussian cities were
complaining about the Order's hospitals just as people living in the German
Empire had done, and were making the same criticism that only the rich
.
were admitted
as b ene fici
rciaries.47
The achievements of Byzantine and Arab medicine were not introduced into
Germany and Prussia. For instance, physicians did not serve in the hospitals,
either in the bailiwicks or in Prussia, not even in the main hospitals. However,
physicians would examine the Grand Masters and important officials, and
from the mid-fourteenth century there were physicians attached to the Master's
court.48 Sometimes they were sent by the Masters to the preceptories to
examine sick brethren, but they were not sent into the ordinary hospitals, which
Weiß. pp. 249.364.
lbid., pp. 223. 331; K. Heck and A. Herrmann. Der Deutsme Orde» und Mergmtluim
(l\lergen[heim. 1986). p. 35.
43 Preuß. UB. 1.1. ed. R. Philippi (Königsberg, 1882). no. 138 (pp. 102-3).
44 Probst. pp. 43-5.
45 Ibid .• pp. 48-50.
46 lbid .• pp. 86. 89.
47 Ibid., pp. 90-2.
48 Ibid .• pp. 160-75.
41
42
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generally continued
to be the homes of wealthy beneficiaries
as in the
bailiwicks and did not develop into hospitals in a modern sense. The
Hospitallers in Rhodes were more progressive than the Teutonic Order in the
bailiwicks or in Prussia.
In Livonia the Order of the Swordbrothers was founded as a military order;
it did not found or support hospitals. After losing the battle at the Saule in 1236,
it was incorporated into the Teutonic Order in 1237. The Teutonic Order
followed in the Sword brothers' footsteps and did not found or support hospitals
in Livonia. In contrast to the Prussian branch under the Landmeister. and after
1309 under the Grand Master, the Livonian branch had no hospitals throughout
its history until its end in 1562:w
All preceptories had their own infirmaries for their brothers, which were
separated from the hospitals. According to the statutes, brethren who suffered
from particular illnesses such as fever, dysentry, diarrhoea or festering wounds
had to enter the infirmary.t? The ruins at the base of the castle of Montforr were
formerly believed to be the infirmary of this convent; but in fact the building
seems to have been a mill and later on a guest house for important visitors.S'
although this is not quite certain. In Montfort and Acre the grand commander
(Großkomtur), not the supreme hospitaller, governed the infirmary. We do not
know much about separate buildings for sick brethren in the preceptories of
the German bailiwicks. I t seems that the infirmaries were integrated into the
preceptory building complex. For most of the thirteenth century there were
no infirmaries in the combat area of the Baltic region, although surely the Order
cared for its wounded and sick brethren. Those who were no longer capable
of bearing arms were sent back to the bailiwicks to end their lives in a
preceptory.V It was probably after the last rebellion of the Prussians at the end
of the thirteenth century that the Order started to build infirmaries in Prussia.
In the fourteenth century there was no preceptory without an infirmary, which
was usually situated in the castle's inner courtyard and reserved for knight,
sergeant and priest brothers. 53 Sometimes there were infirmaries for lay
servants in the outer courtyards of the castles. 54

4') ~1. Ilellmann, 'Der Deutsche Orden und die Stadt Riga', in Das l'emäl11lis des Deulsrnm Ürnrns
zu dm Städtm ill !.ivlfllJd, Preussen u1Id i1l f)eutsrnm Reit/I. QuStDO,
44. p. 10; see also F.
Ilenninghoven,
Der Orden tier S,nr,:·u1brütler. Fratres il/ilit'ie Christi de l.iconia, Ostmittc!europa
in
Vergangenheit
und Gegenwart. <)(Cologne and Graz, 1965). pp. 54-62.
Sf)(). p. 70; Probst, p. lOS.

,0

51 W. l lubatsch, 'Montforr und die Bildung des Dc utschordcnsstaates
im Heiligen Lande'.
Naouidue» der M:adf'lnietlerll'issms,najtf'll in Götti"Kfll, Phil.-hisr. Klasse 1%6.5 (1%6), IH6-<)<)and
Probst, p. 109 speak of an infirmary; for a different opinion see J{,D.Pringlc, '/\ Thirteenth-Century
Ilall at I\lontfort Castle in Western Galilce', The A1Itiquories Journal, 66 (19H6), 61l-75.
sz Probst, p. Ill.
s,llbid.
S4 Ihid., pp. 111l-30.
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Infirmaries were built in Livonian prcceptories
too, but we know little
about them. For instance, a Spirtlerwas caring for the sick and old brethren in
Fellin during the fifteenth century.55 There must have been such infirmaries
in other castles of the Livonian branch of the Order.
To sum up, from the thirteenth
century onwards the Order took over
hospitals for their goods and income, which it wanted to use to support its wars
in the Latin East, Prussia and Livonia. Some hospitals remained, as in Marburg
or Nuremberg,
but they changed their character and became homes for rich
beneficiaries, who could buy a bed or room with food and clothing included.
These hospitals were no longer houses for the sick and poor. Exceptions such
as the foundation in Donauwörth were rare. From the fourteenth century the
city councils tried to obtain influence oyer these hospitals - with success. They
supported their own hospitals, which replaced those of the Order; caring for
the sick and poor had become a municipal task in the cities.
We can observe the same trend in Prussia with a certain time lag. The
supreme hospitaller was not a minister of public health. He only had to manage
the main hospital in Elbing, assisted by an under-hospitaller.
In Livonia the
Order supported no hospitals. In both countries, from the end of the thirteenth
century the Order was developing infirmaries for sick and old brethren. In the
subsequent
period nearly every preceptory had its own infirmary situated in
the inner courtyard of the castle; but only the Grand Master had paid physicians
living in the Order's headquarters. These physicians could be sent to officials
or brethren in Prussia, but they did not practise in public hospitals. The
Teutonic Order never reached the standards of medical care the Hospitallers
employed in Jerusalem or in Rhodes.t"
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